Effect of osmotic pressure on uptake of chemotherapeutic agents by carcinoma cells.
Intraperitoneal chemotherapy has been used to treat cancers which are confined to the abdominal cavity. Several variables which affect drug delivery into tumor cells have been identified, but the effect of osmotic pressure has not been studied. Tumor cell lines were used to evaluate the effect of fluid tonicity on drug uptake. HeLa cells and a murine teratoma cell line were suspended in solutions of tonicities 154, 308, and 616 mosM, each containing the same quantity of 5-fluorouracil, and uptake of the drug was measured at different intervals over 30 min. At all time points the amount of 5-fluorouracil taken up by cells in solutions of 154 mosM was greater than that in 310 mosM solutions, which was greater than the uptake in 616 mosM solutions, each by an average of 40-50%. Incorporation of drug into tumor cells was also assayed in vivo using a teratoma cell line propagated i.p. in mice. Tumor cell uptake of doxorubicin was increased to a similar extent when this drug was administered in hypotonic solutions of 154 mosM and was decreased by administration in hypertonic solutions of 465 mosM, as compared to solutions of 310 mosM. These results demonstrate that the uptake of chemotherapeutic agents into tumor cells is increased significantly when these drugs are infused in solutions of lower osmolalities, a finding which may be exploited in clinical situations.